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Do you want to significantly 
reduce the likelihood of your 

property being burgled ? 
 

Do you want to increase the 
likelihood of getting your 

property back if the unthinkable 
happens ? 

 

Then TheftSTOP can help 
   

TheftStop is an innovative company utilising 

the knowledge and resources of Universities, 

Police, neighborhood watch and 

crimestoppers to minimise theft and burglary  

and maximize the recovery of stolen property.  

We have completed extensive research 

drawing on the knowledge and expertise of 

Police, University research papers and the 

recommendations of such police supported 

organisations such as Neighborhood watch 

and crimestoppers. This research has led us 

to the process’ and systems that we have 

developed and made available to the public 

and business alike.     

To Minimise the likelihood of burglary and to 

maximize the recovery of your property you 

need to do the following 

Property Entry Points Warning signs 

This first point will deter many would be 

burglar. The burglar will have to make a 

choice is it worth having to check every item 

for identifiable marking. Being caught with 

property that is identified will significantly 

increase the likelihood of arrest and 

subsequent prosecution  

Equipment Marked and/or Labeled 

All  items are either and/or marked with the 

following 

 

 

 

 

 

 Engraving or  
 Covert UV Markings  

  
These markings are proven to 

significantly decrease the appeal to 

the would be thief.  

The Thief must carefully examine each 

item prior to resale to ensure all 

identifiable markings are removed. If 

the thief misses just one identifiable 

mark the likelihood of  detection and 

subsequent prosecution is significantly 

increased.  Additionally the most 

effective method of removing the 

markings are by grinding off. This 

alone will significantly increase the 

likelihood of  theft detection. 

Site Inventory Completed 

The  site inventory will make it very 
simple for you in the event of a 
burglary. If your property is stolen you 

will be required to complete a police 
report and you will be asked certain 

details about your property.  
The inventory contains the information 
the police need to maximize recovery.  

In addition your insurance company 
will require evidence of ownership and 

the inventory will fulfil their needs.  
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National Equipment 

Tracking Database (NETD) 

The National Equipment Tracking 
database can significantly increase 

the likelihood of recovery of your 
property. 

 

All items are marked with your drivers 

license number, as recommended by 

police and neighborhood watch.   

Once the site inventory is completed 

it is registered at the NETD. If a thief 

attempts to sell or pawn a stolen 

item any person , Police included has 

direct access to the NETD.  

On entering the  engraved or marked 

code, into the NETD, the items 

rightful owner can be immediately 

identified if registered with the NETD. 

The identifier can then advise the  

rightful owner, who armed with their 

police report can contact the police 

for their action   

To give you an example how simple 

recovery action is go to the theftstop 

website. www.theftstop.com.au and 

in the enter unique code box type in 

“test” and then press search 

What next  

TheftStop can provide varying levels 

of support 

Level 1  

You can go to our website and download 

the site inventory form for free.  

Then complete the inventory listing all 

your items of value. 

You will need to obtain the following : 

 Labels for entry and items of value 

 Permanent UV Pen and UV Light  

 Engraver 

Once completed you can go to our website 

and register your inventory with the NETD 

Level 2  

You can register at the NETD and on 

registration you will be sent the following 

equipment to complete the security 

enhancement of your property  

 Property Entry Labels  

 Fixed Equipment Labels  

 Portable equipment Labels  

 Water Based UV pen and light 

combo 

 Permanent UV marker pen 

 You will also be emailed detailed 

instruction on the best method to 

mark you property and a e version 

of the site inventory. 

  

 

 

A detailed equipment list is available at 

the website 

Level 3  

You can Email us and we will have a 

police cleared contractor contact you. 

The contractor will  

 Affix site entry labels required 

 Engrave and/or mark items 

 Label you equipment 

 Compete the site inventory  

 Register you inventory with the 

NETD  

Go to our website for further 

information and to obtain equipment 

and documentation to secure you 

property  

www.theftstop.com.au 

 

email us at admin@theftstop.com.au 
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